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Alexander Whitfield,

Director of Artificial Intelligence Research MIT

AI has the power to 

reinvent our future, but 

it also confronts us 

with our own limitations 

and the need to ensure

that our pursuit of 

progress does not 

come at the cost of our

humanity.





The timeline of AI

1997

DEEP BLUE (IBM)
defeats world chess champion 

Garry Kasparov.

1955

THE TERM “AI”
est “inventé” sous l’impulsion de 

John McCarthy (US)

1950

TURING TEST
to determine if a machine can mimic

human intelligence.

2006

GOOGLE 

TRANSLATE
is accessible to 

everyone in 10 

languages

2011

SIRI
is accessible on 

Apple devices.

2018

GPT-1
is made available by OpenAI.

2014

EUGENE
is the first chatboty to 

pass the Turing test.

2020

DALL-E
is launched by OpenAI.

2022

MIDJOURNEY
is available.

1964

ELIZA
is the firt program capable of 

simulating a simple human

conversation based on predefined

scripts

2017

“AI” MINISTER
The UAE is the first country to 

have a dedicated minister

2023

CHATGPT-4

MIDJOURNEY 5

AUTOGPT
are available

BING
integrated ChatGPT

CHATGPT BANNI…
…then avalaible in Italia

…



A week of AI news in 2023



An explosive evolution
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THE ESSENTIAL
CONCEPTS



Artificial intelligence

« Set of sciences, theories and techniques whose goal is to reproduce

by a machine the cognitive capacities of a human being. »

Council of Europe



AI has been everywhere, for a few time…



Machine learning

« Machine learning corresponds to algorithms, wich adjust the 

parameters of their calculations according to the examples given to 

them, wich allows them to adapt their operation to the data provided. »

CNIL



Deep learning

« Machine learning process using artificial neural networks and having

several layers neurons. These algorithms having very many parameters, 

they require a very large amount of data in order to be trained. »

CNIL



« ChatGPT is nothing

revolutionary » 

Yann LeCun,

Head of Ai at META

« False » revolution



The example of ChatGPT



The AI merket

2025

190
Billion $

2022

57
Billion $
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ACTORS OF
THE FUTURE



ACTORS



ACTORS





186 

million

1,6 

billion
700 000 $2015

Accounts created on 

OpenAI

(at March 1, 2023)

Visits

on ChatGPT

in March, 2023

Cost of ChatGPT

servers for a day

Year of creation of 

OpenAI





14,5 

million

41,4

million
112022

Accounts registred on 

the Discord of 

Midjourney in March, 

2023

Visits

on Midjourney

in March, 2023

collaboratorsLaunch year of

Midjourney



Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR9-ESKbep4&t=18s






Click here

https://youtu.be/6DaJVZBXETE
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ALLO AI ?

HERE THE COM’
HANDLING ART OF THE PROMPT



Start on ChatGPT

ChatGPT offers a free trial. 

With a ChatGPT Plus 

account ($20/month) you 

have more stable and 

faster access to ChatGPT, 

access to V4 and new 

features in preview.

1 Register on https://chat.openai.com/auth/login

2
Launch your first (prompt) discussion! Good news ChatGPT speaks 🇫🇷

⚠️ Your history disappears within 30 days but it is recommended to erase 

it regularly

Microsoft's chatbot, which is 

based on the latest OpenAI 

model GPT-4, has been 

available to everyone for 1 

week.

To access it, go to Bing, in the 

Conversation tab

https://chat.openai.com/auth/login


Start on ChatGPT

Model choice 

(ChatGPT4 for 

Plus accounts 

only)

Historical

(30days)

Writting prompts



Start on ChatGPT

Initial prompt

Within the same 

discussion, the history 

is kept in order to be 

able to request 

additions / clarifications

Answer of ChatGPT

Generate another version, without 

modifying the prompt

Rate the answer –

ChatGPT learns!



Art of the prompt

Click here

https://youtu.be/FJ7yL9SFXC0


Art of the prompt

ROLE

(Act like…)

ACTION

(You must…)

STYLE

(In the way of…)

FORMAT

(In the form of…)

▪ Community manager

▪ Journalist

▪ CEO

▪ Consultant

▪ Editor

▪ Teacher

▪ Make a LinkedIn 

Editorial Calendar

▪ Write a CP

▪ Write an email for a 

partner

▪ Propose several titles 

for a conference

▪ Summarize a book

▪ With a serious tone

▪ Informally

▪ Like a sports 

commentator

▪ By adding humor

▪ With passion

▪ With pedagogy

▪ Article

▪ Painting

▪ List

▪ HTML code

▪ SWOT

ADD CONSTRAINTS / TARGETS

REFINE ANSWERS



Art of proofreading



WeAreCOM.fr

15 idées de prompt 

chatGPT pour les 

communicants

6 uses of ChatGPT

daily

1

2

3

4

5

6

Can you summarize this article for me?

Precision: level of knowledge / in xxx words / in another language

Can you give me title ideas for this content?

Accuracy: tone / support / target

Can you rewrite this content in a different style?

Accuracy: tone / support / target

Test my knowledge of...

Precision: level of knowledge / type of question

Proofread and correct mistakes...

Clarification: change

What is the Excel formula to count the number of characters in a cell?

Accuracy: Excel / PC version



And tomorrow…

Plugins to connect your services A boosted browser / search engine



For further…

Click here

https://youtu.be/VY8WlC977BU


Start on Midjourney

Midjourney offers a free 

account, limited to 40 

minutes of processing time 

and whose creations 

cannot be used 

commercially

1
Create a Discord account and join the Midjourney server

- https://discord.com/channels/662267976984297473/

2
Join a "Newbie" room (a "chat") in the left column to be able to practice 

quietly!

⚠️ All your creations are visible to everyone in this room (if you don't 

have a pro subscription) AND on the Midjourney website

3
Adjust the settings by typing "/settings" in the dialog box at the bottom of 

the main window.

https://discord.com/channels/662267976984297473/@home


Start on Midjourney

1

2

3



Create on Midjourney

1
To create (=write the prompt that will serve as the 

basis for the generation proposed by Midjourney), 

type "/imagine" in the dialog box at the bottom of the 

main screen

2
The dialog then offers you a "prompt" box. This is where you can write your query (in English!)

You can also copy/paste the URL of an image to serve as the basis for your creation.



Create on Midjourney

In less than a minute, MidJourney offers you 4 proposals 

that meet your "prompt".

You can :

Obtain variations of one of the 4 visuals by clicking on "Vx"

Get a larger version (upscale) of one of the 4 visuals by 

clicking on "Ux"

Generate 4 new visuals with the same prompt by clicking on 

♻️



Create Midjourney

A photo of a diverse group of SNCF employees standing together, smiling at the camera, with a train in the 

background.

Click here

https://youtu.be/OY5U4EQapZg


EXAMPLES

Sorority VSCO black 

short hair hippy hair

man wearing 3 piece

set outfits male, cute, 

mini trousers, sweather

fashion --ar 2:3 --v 5.1



EXAMPLES

Subject: close up of a 

beautiful blonde woman, 

Style: portrait, volumetric

light, sunlight streaming 

through, hyper-realistic

photograph, Camera: Fujifilm 

GFX 50S II, super macro, iso 

60, professional photography

--ar 2:3 --v 5

https://twitter.com/followmarcos

https://twitter.com/followmarcos


EXAMPLES

Location: In the evening, the streets

of Kyoto, ancient town, Atmosphere: 

green and foggy, Soft and beautiful

light, Equipment: canon r5, 50mm 

f22, Image Quality: photorealistic

realistic, The photo of dawn, 2 4K, 

photorealistic realistic, HD, Settings: 

--ar 9:16 --q 2 --chaos 2 --v 5.1 --

style raw

https://twitter.com/followmarcos

https://twitter.com/followmarcos


VARY THE STYLES

« European comics » « LEGO » « Van Gogh » « Ivory sculpture »



SET YOUR PROMPTS

To specify the execution of your "prompt", several parameters are available. Parameters are 

visible following your "prompt" and are introduced by a double dash.

Here are the main ones:

–vx: version of MidJourney used to generate your image (editable in /settings),

-aspect or -ar: change the aspect ratio of the image. By default, Midjourney offers square 

images in 1:1, but you can change this format, for example by adding the parameter –ar 2:3 for a 

portrait format,

–no: allows information to be excluded. If you want to generate an image without cloud, enter 

the parameter "--no cloud", without blur "--no blur" or without black "-no dark"

–chaos <number from 0 to 100>: Changes the variety of results among the four images offered 

to you by Midjourney. The larger the number, the more "unusual or unexpected" the generated 

images will be. By typing –chaos 100 at the end of your request, the four proposals will be very 

varied.

–niji: an alternate generation model that focuses on anime/manga style images,

–hd: Another alternative model that generates less cluttered images, which can be suitable for 

landscape or abstract visuals.



« BLENDING »

By using the "/blend" command in the dialog, you can request to "blend" 2 to 5 visuals. You can specify the 

dimensions of the rendering (by default, the variations will be square)

https://twitter.com/GjMcGowan/status/1654446470228066304

https://twitter.com/GjMcGowan/status/1654446470228066304


Many techniques to explore…

ADDITIVE PROMPT
This approach is similar to the way we interact 

with search engines: adding all desired items in 

a comma-separated list, although some may 

opt for "|" or some " ;".

CATEGORY PROMPT
The category prompt comes with an additional 

experiment field. Category names have a subtle 

influence on images.

MULTI-PROMPT (& WEIGHT)
In the case of the multiprompt, the parts are 

separated by a colon and accompanied by a 

number which indicates the relative importance 

of each part. This gives you more control over 

what elements of the prompt you want to 

emphasize.



And many others everyday « helps »

Create professional profile 

pictures

Transcribe an audio file into text… 

or vice versa

Benchmark

WeAreCOM.fr

TOP 10 des outils de l’IA 

pour des communicants 

augmentés

Click here
Summarize content, sources

Create custom music 

for your video

https://www.wearecom.fr/2023/04/top-10-des-outils-de-l-ia-en-communication-intelligence-artificielle/
https://youtu.be/YghgvFTjB_w
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BRANDS
TAKE ACTION



BESCHERELLE



MINT MOBILE (US)

Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_eHjifELI-k


HEINZ (US)



JAMAIS SANS ELLES



NESTLE



UNDIZ



RENAULT



CROIX ROUGE



AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL (COLOMBIE)



8

Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Geja6NCjgWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Geja6NCjgWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Geja6NCjgWY
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BOUNDARIES
& ETHICS



Detect true from false

AIs are more and more numerous and efficient. To detect the true from 

the false, several options…

detection software

This is the easiest way to know if content was designed by an AI. But 

they are still far from reliable!

GPTZero Classic or Draft & Goal

mayachitra

Good eyes 👀

Even if the AIs are impressive, they still miss some imperfections. 

Fingers, glasses, reflections or characters in the background: inspect 

the details to find the "mistake".

On the text side, the AIs do not make spelling mistakes. An "inhuman" 

quality?

find source

With reverse image search on Google, you can cross-reference your 

sources. On the ChatGPT side, the knowledge base of v3.5 stops in 

2021.



There are no limits



Does AI violate intellectual property rights?

Training AI algorithms may involve the use of intellectual property protected data or personal data. 

The use of copyrighted works for training may be considered copyright infringement if done without 

prior permission from the rights holders.

However, whether such use is an infringement of intellectual property rights depends on the specific 

circumstances of each case, as well as the country in which one is located.

• In France, the law provides that any 

reproduction, use or adaptation of a work 

without the authorization of the rights holder is 

likely to characterize the offense of 

counterfeiting.

• In Anglo-Saxon countries, it is copyright that is 

applicable and its logic is different from that of 

copyright since it aims to protect the 

commercial interests of authors as a priority, 

while copyright incorporates the protection of 

the moral rights of authors.



Does CHATGPT violate the law on

personal data ?

At the end of March, OpenAI took the decision to ban Italian Internet users from accessing its chatbot, 

after the Italian "CNIL" spoke out. She had identified several issues — no age check, incorrect data 

processing, security incident, lack of GDPR compliance.

Changes have been made by OpenAI to make ChatGPT more compliant with European regulations. 

Efforts that the Italian Cnil appreciated: the chatbot has been accessible again in Italy since the end of 

April.

The message from the Italian Cnil lists nine measures taken by OpenAI to meet the requirements for 

data protection, information to the public and applicability of law. Thus, OpenAI has "modified and 

clarified several mechanisms and deployed flexible solutions to allow [Europeans] to exercise their 

rights", it is indicated.

In France, the Cnil has decided to open "a control procedure" to investigate five complaints against 

ChatGPT. At European level, the EU has announced the creation of a dedicated working group.



Will AI replace artists?

"AI doesn't look at art and create its own. She samples 

everyone's and then mixes it with something else."
Anoosha Syed, Canadian illustrator

"Companies are testing the waters to start using AI to 

reduce artists' salaries"
Video game storyboard artist Jon Lam

"We don't create tools to replace artists, but to help 

them"
An OpenAI spokesperson

"AI could reinforce the importance of positions that 

need to have a creative vision and champion it 

throughout a project, such as art directors"
Victor Dulon, draftsman



Will AI replace communicators?

Results :

• For most of the ideas, the jury was unable to say whether the ideas came from a creative team or 

from ChatGPT.

• However, the 3 winning ideas came from "human" creatives!



Will AI replace humans?
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THE FUN FACTS
OF THE TEAM



The fun facts

It only took 2 months for ChatGPT to reach 100 million users



The « fun » facts

Internet users try by all means to 

"break" chatbots like ChatGPT.

The most recent exploit: asking the 

AI to impersonate your deceased 

grandmother to give you sensitive 

information, such as the recipe for 

making napalm.



A song that reproduces the vocals of 

Drake and The Weeknd using AI has 

been removed from several streaming 

platforms following a complaint from 

record company Universal Music Group 

(UMG).

The song, which has been listened to 

600,000 times on Spotify and viewed 

275,000 times on YouTube, has been 

widely shared on social media.

A clip posted to Twitter, which has 

since been taken down, had already 

garnered 20 million views.

The fun facts



The fun facts
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LES TIPS
OF THE TEAM



Our favorites



AI accounts to follow

@AIExplorerFR YT : Two Minute Papers @followmarcos
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Thanks


